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Interface Release Notes
Before Using
With the 2016.5 release of ComplianceOne, an assessment was conducted to determine impact on
interfaces. Only those interfaces that were determined to be impacted by the release are
identified in this document.
If you feel your interface is impacted by the 2016.5 release, contact Wolters Kluwer Financial
Services SupportLine. See Contacting Us for more information.
NOTE: Users are strongly encouraged to read the details of the change summaries, impacts
and the workarounds available before contacting SupportLine.

Overview
Due to the ComplianceOne 2016.5 release, various ComplianceOne interfaces were impacted.
This document identifies the following:
NOTE: Users must install ComplianceOne 2016.5 for this functionality to work properly.
However, users should coordinate their interface update with Wolters Kluwer Financial
Services SupportLine.




ComplianceOne Changes
New functionality/defect corrections
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Enhanced Functionality

Enhanced Functionality
All Interfaces
Jack Henry 20/20
Variable Rate with Discount
The interface has been updated to support correctly a variable rate loan where a discount rate is
applied.
Mapping Change
The FASB91 session has been updated so that the fee amount and cost amount are no longer
transposed. Both amounts are now correctly mapped.

DCI iCore
Partner Upgrade
This interface has been updated to reflect changes made by DCI. Changes include increasing the
size of the rate change frequency field for variable-rate loans.

Deluxe OrderPro
URL Change
Due to Deluxe migrating to a new Deluxe Secure Exchange environment SupportLine will be
proactively contacting Deluxe customers to apply the necessary updates.

IDK
IDK Export
Interest Rate field
The IDK has been updated to ensure the Interest Rate field entered on the Calculation page is now
included in the export for open-end transactions.
CIF Key for Signers of Entities
The IDK has also been updated to include the CIF Key for the signers of entities for the following
data item:
.../DEAL/PARTIES/PARTY[n]/ROLES/ROLE/PARTY_ROLE_IDENTIFIERS/PARTY_ROLE_IDENTIFIER[n
]/PartyRoleIdentifier

This change is used to identify if the party was downloaded from the Core system.
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Contacting Us
E-Mail
E-mail questions or issues to: InterfaceSupport@wolterskluwer.com.

Phone
Telephone Wolters Kluwer SupportLine at 1-800-274-2711, ext. 112-1211. Support staff is available
Monday through Friday, 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. CST. Voice mail is available after hours and on weekends.
To help us answer your question quickly, please have the following information available when you
call:





Product name and version number.
Customer number.
Operating system type and version number, as well as the service pack numbers for those
service packs you have installed.
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About Wolters Kluwer Financial Services - Whether complying with regulatory requirements or
managing financial transactions, addressing a single key risk, or working toward a holistic
enterprise risk management strategy, Wolters Kluwer Financial Services works with more than
15,000 customers worldwide to help them successfully navigate regulatory complexity, optimize
risk and financial performance, and manage data to support critical decisions. Wolters Kluwer
Financial Services provides risk management, compliance, finance and audit solutions that help
financial organizations improve efficiency and effectiveness across their enterprise. With more
than 30 offices in 20 countries, the company’s prominent brands include: AppOne®, ARC Logics®,
AuthenticWeb™, Bankers Systems, Capital Changes, CASH Suite™, FRSGlobal, FinArch,
GainsKeeper®, NILS®, TeamMate®, Uniform Forms™, VMP® Mortgage Solutions and Wiz®.
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services is part of Wolters Kluwer, a leading global information services
and solutions provider with annual revenues of (2013) €3.6 billion ($4.7 billion) and
approximately 19,000 employees worldwide. Please visit our website for more information.
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services
6815 Saukview Drive
St. Cloud, MN 56303
Toll-free: 800.274.2711

To learn more visit WoltersKluwerFS.com.
© 2013 Wolters Kluwer Financial Services, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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